This paper presents an environmental-based equalization algorithm for underwater communications. This algorithm is based on the passive time-reversal (pTR) and waveguide invariant properties of ocean channels. Passive time-reversal allows for the implementation of a simple communications system, but it loses performance in the presence of geometric mismatch between the probe-signal and the actual data symbols transmission. The waveguide invariant properties state that geometric mismatches, both in depth and range, can be partially compensated by applying an appropriate frequency shift in the passive time-reversal operator. Results with binary PSK data at a carrier frequency of 3.6 kHz, collected during the MREA'04 sea trial, show that the Mean Square Error (MSE) between the transmitted and the received data symbols remains stable at least to a range mismatch of about 37.5 m in the presence of source depth and an array depth oscillations of approximately 0.7 m. In such conditions, when comparing the proposed pTR equalizer with plain pTR, an overall gain of approximately 4.11 dB in output MSE is achieved.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years Time Reversal (TR) has received particular attention from the scientific community. After practical demonstration of its spatial-temporal focusing capabilities in the ocean [1] several applications of active TR (aTR), from tomography to communications, were suggested [1] , [2] . Passive TR uses a receive-only array, and a probe-signal is transmitted ahead of the data for channel Impulse Response (IR) estimation. The IR estimate is then used as a synthetic channel for temporal focusing of the data signal, which is equivalent to the deconvolution of the multipath generated by the real channel.
When applied to underwater coherent communications the achieved TR focus is not perfect due to errors on the IR estimate and the time variability of the channel, resulting in uncompensated intersymbol interference (ISI) [3] . That problem is even more relevant in communications with a moving source and/or receiver. In that case it is intuitive that a rapid degradation of passive TR temporal focusing will occur due to the increasing mismatch between the assumed and actual channels. In order to guarantee a longer stability of the focal spot, three solutions are usually proposed: one is to transmit probe-signals more frequently; another is to use an adaptive algorithm to track the IR from the initial probe signal IR estimation; and finally a third alternative is to use a low-complexity equalizer with only one coefficient per channel. A performance comparison between those adaptive pTR variants is presented in [4] . The major inconvenient of the first method is that frequent transmission of probe-signals reduces the overall transmission rate. In the second the channel estimates are represented by a large number of coefficients that have to be adapted. The third case seems to be the best compromise between complexity and efficiency. In this paper a different approach is proposed by considering that the environment mismatch between the probe-signal and data transmission is mainly due to the geometric properties (source-array range, source depth and array depth), and that the knowledge of such mismatch can be used to compensate for the overall pTR IR mismatch between the probe-signal and actual data transmissions.
A physics-based algorithm for pTR equalization based on the waveguide invariant properties of the shallow water channel is proposed. The waveguide invariant property Q [5] has been applied to change the aTR range focus in [6] , and to interpret a model for performance prediction of a time-reversal communication system [7] . In [8] The paper is organized as follows: Section II recalls the use of pTR in underwater communications; in Section III the pTR geometric mismatch compensation using frequency shifts is presented; Section IV develops the FSpTR equalizer, which is applied to real data in section V; Section VI summarizes the main results, draws some conclusions, and suggests future research.
II. PASSIVE TIME REVERSAL APPLIED TO COMMUNICATIONS The basic setup for applying pTR to communications consists in a point source that sends information to a Vertical Line Array (VLA). The procedure starts by sending a short probe-signal, waiting for the channel to clear of multipath arrivals, and then sending the data stream. Considering the noise less case, the received probe and the data are processed in a TR fashion and it results that the pTR output, in its baseband version [9] , is given by y(t) = [a(t) * p4(t)] * PTR(t,A), (1) where the lower * represents the convolution , [a(t) * p4(t)] is the transmitted signal with raised-cosine pulse shape symbols; PTR(t, A) is the resulting pTR IR acoustic field given by PTR(t, i\) =Ehi(t, i\) * hi* (-t) (2) i=l where and the upper * represents phase conjugation, i is the hydrophones index, hi(t) represents the channel IRs during probe transmission, hi (t, A) is the channel IRs during data transmission, and A represents a possible mismatch between hl and hi.
In a shallow water waveguide and at a range greater than a few water depths the acoustic field generated by a monochromatic point source at the jth hydrophone of a VLA is given by the so-called Green's function M G,C(r, zo, zi) e ) S Zm(Zi)Zm(ZO)jkR (3) pv/8w7R nl k-m where m is the mode number, M is the total number of propagating modes, p is the (constant) water density, R is the source-array range, Zm is the mth mode shape, zo is the source depth, zi is the i-hydrophone depth, and km is the mth mode horizontal wavenumber. In a range independent environment and under the adiabatic condition km and M are the only quantities in (3) that depend on frequency w. In the frequency domain the synthetic pTR IR acoustic field (2) in a stationary environment (considering A to be negligible) is given by [10] Pp,(R:Zo:
where, for simplicity, it was considered that Zm (.) and km are real quantities, which amounts to ignoring the leaky modes and considering the loss mechanisms to be negligible [11] . Additionally, in (4) it was considered that the array spans the entire water column and that hydrophones depth sampling is sufficiently dense to fulfil the modal orthogonality property.
Since km in the denominator of (4) where kt km(w + Awo), the influence of the frequency shift on the horizontal wavenumber km placed in the denominator of (5) is neglected and the range shift is considered to be small enough so that R v VR(R + Ar) in the denominator. In (5) it is relevant that the source-array range shift Ar perturbs the exponential term, the array depth shift Azi perturbs the modes orthogonality and the source depth shift Azo perturbs the gain that is related with the focal spot depth in aTR (see [8] for details). A full discussion of this perturbation mechanism is presented in [8] and [12] . From this discussion it turns out that the frequency shift Awo used in (5) can be computed as
and is applied in (5) The invariant /3 is a well-known invariant in the frequency/range plane [5] and is selected from a set of values
Uh,n Uh,T where Vh,m = W/km is the horizontal phase velocity and Uh,m is the horizontal group velocity of mode m. The selection of Q from the /3mn set must take in consideration the best linear approximation in the least-squares sense of the horizontal wavenumber km using the horizontal group slowness for a limited number of of modes Me < M, that is,
where Q represents the slope of the approximation and po its offset. The invariant po is closely related with Q and is selected in a set of values PB,mn + 3mn * (10) Vh,m Uh,m
With the approximation of km (9) the compensation of the range mismatch is straightforward since the range mismatch A\r and the frequency shift compensation A, given by (6) both affect (5) in the exponential term. Such compensation can be applied to narrowband signals since Q and po are invariant with frequency, in a similar manner to the focal intensity range shift for aTR proposed in [6] .
The ( waveguide invariants used for source depth Azo and array depth Azi compensation have been developed in [8] in a similar manner to 3, but for the approximation of the vertical wavenumber a(m using the horizontal group slowness dk "Ym -dWAr( + Arp, (11) ( is selected from a set of values 1 1 ;$_i V,1n 1vM (12) The application of (11) in (5) for the source depth mismatch A zo and array depth mismatch A zi compensation was made possible after establishing that they can be partially compensated using exp(heym\Azo) and exp(heym\Azi) respectively (see [8] for details). That is, for source depth mismatch Azo compensation With the approximation of 3/m (11) and the compensation mechanisms (14) and (15) As previously suggested for the invariant Q, the ( compensation mechanism has a better performance when considering an effective number of modes Me < M. The selection of Q in (8) and ( in (12) for optimal compensation depends on Me.
Such dependence suggests that the compensation mechanism can be further optimized by considering its application to smaller groups of modes instead of a single group of modes from m = 1, ..,Me, resulting in different values of Q and ( for each group. That was previously proposed in [6] and [13] for the waveguide invariant j3.
In a waveguide with a depth-dependent sound-speed profile the vertical wavenumber as well as phase velocity become depth dependent. In the present paper it is assumed that such dependence is small enough so that (i can be calculated from the mean phase velocity, vv,m(zi), over the array. Since (o is computed for the nominal source depth zo in a real situation it will be expected that ( 0 .o IV. THE PASSIVE TIME-REVERSAL FREQUENCY SHIFT EQUALIZER Figure 1 shows the pTR system adapted to incorporate a frequency shift that compensates for the geometric mismatch A between the IR for probe-signal transmission h'(t) and the IR during data transmission h(t). It behaves as a matched filter (to the IR) demodulator with a set of L frequency shifts being applied to the channel IR h'(t) estimate after time windowing, where the optimal frequency shift is selected based on the "Maximum power selection" block with the zl (t) power being computed in time slots. In figure 1 the pTR output signal can be written as zi(t) = yi(t) + xll(t) +x2(t) +x3i(t), (16) where index I designates frequency shift Awo1, Yi (t) contains the desired data-signal contaminated with ISI and the other three terms are noise disturbances (see [9] for definitions and details).
The overall Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) ia a ratio between the variance of the signal term Yi (t) and a sum of the variances of the noise disturbances xll(t), x2l(t) and x3l(t). It The experimental data were acquired during the MREA'04 sea trial that took place off the town of Setubal, approximately 50km south of Lisbon (Portugal), in April 2004. The pTR experiment started at a close range of 0.6km to the south of the receiving array (in a gently up sloping region) and the source progressively opened range to the southeast up to 2km (with a progressive slope reduction up to range independence). The environment was characterized by a water column depth ranging between 90 to 110 m over a 1.5 m silt bottom and gravel layer. The receiving array was free drifting in a surface suspended Acoustic Oceanographic Buoy (AOB) [14] , which was found to oscillate vertically due to the surface waves with amplitude of approximately 0.63m and frequency between 0.43 and 0.4Hz, as measured by a wave rider buoy placed in the area of the experiment. The acoustic source was suspended from the NRV Alliance, its depth was measured at a sampling rate of 1 s with a 10 cm resolution depth sensor. In the data set processed in this paper it oscillates with a main component of 0. During the MREA'04 sea trial the pTR based data communications conceptual system was similar to that of figure 1, with the P2(t) narrowband filter of the IR estimation operation (path above in figure 1 ) distributed between the transmitter and the receiver, i.e., the transmitted probe-signal was a fourth-root raised-cosine pulse and IR estimates were obtained by correlating the received probe-signal with the transmitted one (see [3] for details). This paper analyzes modulated data at a carrier frequency of 3.6 kHz, using a symbol rate of 400 baud and 2-PSK constellation. Fourth-root raised cosine signaling pulses with 100% roll-off were used such that the signal bandwidth is 800 Hz. Each individual transmission comprises a single truncated PAM signaling pulse acting as a channel probe with symmetric guard intervals for a total duration of 1 s, followed by a 20 s data packet. The source sequentially transmits 4 packets for a total duration of 84 s. In order to demonstrate the long-term stability of the proposed FSpTR compensation mechanism only the third channel probe pulse was used in the pTR operation of figure 1 to estimate the transmitted symbols in the four data packets. The data was preprocessed using the Doppler compensation method as proposed in [4] .
Since [13] , and for the purpose of showing the usefulness of the waveguide invariant frequency shift in underwater communications with pTR in a geometric variable environment, only the six hydrophones below the thermocline were considered.
The system of figure 1 requires the use of a time window whose optimum length Topt, in a non geometric mismatch case, has been found in [9] . The time window initial point to is set to an arbitrary point before the first arrival and the time window length T is set to a value higher that the optimum in order to allow for a better behavior of the compensation mechanism in presence of geometric mismatch. In the ray mode analogy [15] later arrivals are related with higher modes, making the time window operate as a mode filter.
By considering the same frequency shift Awo1 to be applied to all modes captured in the time window (to, T) in the system of figure 1 the surface of figure 2 results. The surface represents the pTR output power (72 (t), computed in time slots of 0.5 s, as a function of time and frequency shift and the blank spaces represent the the elapsed time between the data slots. The solid line traces the maximum of the surface as a function of time, and the '*' indicates the time instant where the channel probe used in the pTR processor was received. GPS data, acquired during the experiment, shows that during the 80 s of data transmission the source-array range increases by about 50 m, which can be clearly seen in figure 2 as a mean decrement of optimal frequency shift from about 150 Hz to about -50 Hz with 0 Hz at the channel probe location. Oscillations around the 0-933957-35-1 ©2007 MTS 6 mean increment seem to be mainly due to the other geometric mismatches (array depth and source depth), but no definitive conclusions can be draw since there is no ground truth information about array or source depth variations. VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK Experimental results were given for time-reversed demodulation of 3.6 kHz binary PSK data collected during the MREA'04 experiment. Two receiving architectures were compared: plain pTR and pTR with frequency shift for geometric mismatch compensation -FSpTR. By itself, pTR suffers a significant performance penalty due to the geometric mismatch during the data In the present paper the Doppler compensation has been performed off-line previously to the equalization process. Future work should address its inclusion in the equalizer processor. In what concerns symbol synchronization, an heuristic method that chooses the minimal spread of the constellation previously to the slicer operation (slot by slot), was adopted.
